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1. Introduction 

In 1955 [2] 2 Fan, Taussky, and Todd discovered discrete analogs of certain integral inequali· 
ties involving functions and their derivatives . They considered inequalities of the Wirtinger type : 

f027T x(t)2dt ,;;; J027T x'(t)2dt, where x has period 271" and J 027T x(t)dt = O. By taking limits they were 

able to derive continuou s inequalities by matrix techniques and avoided the differential equations 
of the calculus of variations. W e have atte mpted to generalize the techniques of [2] to polynomials 
in the derivatives of x. We have also considered analogs of inequalities of Muller [5] and Red· 
he ffer [7] and have used these inequaliti es to derive a necessary and sufficient condition on ordered 
pairs of numbers so that the firs t number is the square norm of the 'kth derivative of some periodic 
function and the second number is the square nor m of the mth derivative of the same periodic 
fun ction. This last res ult is the L2 analog of a result of Kolmogoroff [4] on the uniform norm. 

2. General Technique 

The following is the basic technique of Fan, Taussky , and Todd [2] and will be used to derive 
most of our inequalities . Let S be a real symmetric n X n matrix with eigenvalues AI ~ A2 
~ ... ~ An and let v!, V2, ... , Vll be the corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors: 

If P is a polynomial with real coefficients, then P(S) is a real symmetric n X n matrix and we know 
that P(S) has eige nvalues PO'-I), P(A2), ... , P(An) with corresponding eigenvectors v!, V2, .. . , V1l 
so that P(S)Vj = P(Aj)Vj (i = 1,2, . . ., n). 

By a well-known property of symmetric matrices 

mIn max 
[I,;;; i,;;; n{P(Aj)} ] . (x, x) ,;;; (x, P(S)x) ,;;; [I ,;;; i ,;;; n{P(Aj)}] . (x, x) 

for every n-vector x, where (x, y) = xTy for n-vectors x and y. 
Now we must have 

inf mm 
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and 

sup max 

[An ~ t ~ AdP(t)}] ~ [1 ~ i ~ n{P(Ai)}], 

hence 

inf sup 
[An::;;: t ~ Al {P(t)} ] . (x, x) ~ (x, P(S)x) ~ [An ~ t ~ Al{P(t)}] . (x, x) 

for every n-vector x. 

sup 
We note that equality is possible in the l!'lst expression if and only if P(Ai) = An ~ t ~ Al{P(t)} 

inf 
for some i between 1 and n or P(Ai) = An ~ t ~ Al{P(t)} for some i between 1 and n. If equality 
does occur then the set of extremal vectors must be the space spanned by the eigenvectors corre
sponding to Ai. 

For reasons of simplicity we will only consider vectors with real components and real -sym
metric matrices, in all cases the extension to complex vectors and Hermitian matrices will be 
apparent. 

3. Periodic Boundary Conditions 

Because of the absence of troublesome boundary conditions the periodic case is easiest to 
handle. We may periodically extend any n-vector X=(Xl, Xz, ••• ,XnV by setting Xi+rn=Xi for 
i= 1, 2, .. . ,n and r any integer. 
DEFINITION: If x is a periodically extended n-vector then for m = 0, 1, 2, 

where 

(i=1,2, ... ·,n). 

We call x(m) the mth difference of the n-vector x. 

It is clear that x(r+ s) = (x(r»)(s) for r, s = 0, 1, 2, 

The following lemma, which is crucial for our inequalities , was proved by Fan-Taussky-Todd 
[2] for m=O, 1,2. 
LEMMA 1. If x is a periodically extended n-vector, then (x(m), x(m») = (x, pmx) (m = 0, 1, 2, ... ), 
where P is the n X n symmetric circulant 
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PROOF: 

- Xn + 2xI -X2 

Px=- =-X(2), he nce Pxv)=-XV+2). 

-XI +2Xn -Xn - 1 

By partial summation 

n n 
(x, X(2») = L Xk(Xk - I-2x k+ Xk+l )=- L (Xk+l-Xk)2 =_(X(!), xl!)), 

k= l k= 1 

yielding 

Thus if m is even we have 
1tl 111 

(x(m), x(m») = (p"2 x, p "2 x) = (x, P 1nx ), 

while if m is odd 

m - ) 111 - 1 
(x("'), x(m») = (x(m - I), px(m - O) = (P - "2 - x, P . p - "2 - x) = (x, pmx ). 

Rutherford [8] has shown that P has eigenvalues 4 sin2 (k::) (k = 1,2, .. . ,n), hence AlI = 0, 

AlI - 1 = An - 2 = 4 sin2 (~), ••• , Al = 4 sin2 ([~] ~). The eigenvector corresponding to An is 

(1, 1, . .. , If. 

At thi s point we have two alternatives open to us. 
then we may use the method that we have described 

II 

auxiliary condition L Xj = 0, which is equivalent to 
/;= 1 

If F is a polynomial with real coefficients 
in section 2 or else we may also add the 
the requirement (x, e)=O, where e=(l, 

1, ... ,IV. Since e is the eigenvector corresponding to An = 0, the auxiliary orthogonality condi
tion implies that we need only take our maximum and minimum over {F(A1),F(A2), .. . ,F(An _ I )}. 

The following example should illustrate the differences in the two approaches. 
Let P(t) = tm for m ~ 1. Since P(t) is increasing for nonnegative t and since ° = An < AlI - 1 

~ ... ~ AI , we have 1 ~ 7~ n{P(Aj)} = 0 and 1 ~ ii~ n -1 {P(Ai)} = P(A lI - l) = 4'" sin2m (~). 
Thus if x is a periodically extended n-vector then we have the trivial inequality (x(m), x("'») 

n 
~ O(x, x) = 0 ; however if we add the auxiliary condition LXi = 0, then we obtain (x(m), x(m») ~ 4"' 

sin211l (~) (x, x). 
'i = 1 

We note that the above inequalities are best possible and we include a discussion of the possi
bility of equality. For brevity this will be the only case where we discuss equality in the discrete 
case. 

If (x(m), x(m») = 0, then x must be in the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding 
to A" = 0. Thus x = a . (1, 1, ... , IV, where a is a real number. 
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If i~ Xi = ° and (X(m), X(m)) = 4m sinzm (~) • (x, x), then x must be in the subspace spanned by the 

eigenvectors corresponding to An-l = An-z = 4 sinz (~). It is known, [2], that this subspace is 

spanned by the vectors U=(Ul, U2, . .. ,Un)T and w=(wJ, W2, ... ,WnV, where Uj=cos (2:,-) 
and Wj = sin e:1} Thus x = a . U + b . w, where a and b are real numbers. 

Hence we have established the following extension of Theorem 10 of [2]. 
n 

THEOREM 1. If x is a periodically extended n-vector and if L Xi = 0, then 
i = l 

Equality holds if and only if x is the periodic extension of a vector of the form a . u + b . w. 

·COROLLARY 1.1. Ifx(t) E Cm[a, b], x(t) has period b-a, andtb x(t)dt=O, then 

Jb ( 27T )ZmJb 
a {x(m)(t)}2dt;?; b-a a {x(t)}2dt. 

PROOF: 
b-a 1 n • 

If we let Ll = -- and Yi = X(ti) - - L x(tj), where ti = a + £Ll, then 
n+1 nj~ l 

4m • 2m (7l) 
(fm), ym)) sm-;; 

Ll2m • Ll ;?; LlZm • (y, y)Ll. 

The result now follows when we let n ~ 00. 

A careful inspection of the proof of Theorem 1 will show that we only used the periodic exten
sionpropertyofthen-vectorxonxl-[~]~x2-[-?l], ... ,xoandxn+J,xn+2, ... ,xn + m-[~]. Hence 
we may weaken our require me.!!! x(t) .!tll~'p'eriod b - a to a condition on the end points, namely 
x(a)=x(b), x'(a)=x'(b), ... , X<m-l)(a)=;Jm-l)(b). 

Halperin and Pitt [3], Muller [5], Nirenberg [6], and Redheffer [7] have developed inequalities 
of the form: 

where x(t) E O[a, b], a> 0. Redheffer obtained the best possible value of H(a). We will now 
develop generalizations of the form: 

1 ~ k < m under the further restriction that x(a)=x(b), x'(a)=x'(b), ... , x(m-l)(a)=x(m - l)(b). 
These inequalities will be established by taking limits of the appropriate discrete inequalities. 
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Incidentally we observe that H1,2(a) for our periodic case is much smaller than Redheffer's general 
1 12 

value of;; + (b _ a)2· 

If we let P(t)= Okt k - a()mtm, the n we wish to maximize pet) on [An, 11.1]= [0,4 sin2 ([~J -;;:) l 
Since P'(t)= k()kt k- 1 - ma()lntm - t, if we assume that () > ° then the maximum ~alue of pet) on t ~ ° 

1 ( k ) t/m- k sup (1 { k }l/m-k ) (k )klm-k( k) 
occursatt=e ma Thus An ~ t ~ Al{P(t)}~Pe ma = ma I- m · 

An inspection of the graph of pet) will yield the following cases: 

1 ( k )l/m- k 
If Al ~ e ma the n 

sup _ (1 [ k Jl /m-k) _( k )klm-k ( k) ~ Al{P(t)}-P-- -- 1--· 
An ~ t () ma ma m 

1 ( k )l/m- k 
If Al ~-() -

ma 
then 

An ~ StU~ Al {P(t)} = P (AI) = P(4 sin2 ([~J -;;:)) 

= 4k Ok sin2k ([~J~){ 1-4m - k ()m - ka sin 2m - 2k ([ ~J -;;:) }. 
If n is even then P(Ad =4k()k{I-4m - k()m - ka}. 

Hence we have the followin g result. 
THEOREM 2. If x is a periodically extended n-vector, a and () are positive constants , 1 ~ k < m 
then we have the following inequality: 

1 ( k )l/m-k 
If 4 ~ e rna ' then we may improve the above inequality to: 

PROOF: 

We note that 

certainly implies that 

1 ( k )l/m- k 
4 ~ - -

() ma 

4 sm2 - - ~ - -. ([nJ 7T) 1 ( k )t /lll - k 
2 n () Ina 

[ 1 ( k )l/m- kJ and P(t) is increasing on the interval 0, e ma . 
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( n+ 1)2 If we take () = b _ a and let n ~ 00 then we obtain a continuous analog of Theorem 2. 

COROLLARY 2.1. If x(t)E Cm[a, b], 1 ~ k < m, x(a) = x(b), x'(a) = x ' (b) , ... , x(m- l)(a) = x(rn- ll(b), and 
if a > 0 then we have the following inequality: 

lab {x(k)(tWdt ~ a lab {x(m)(t)}2dt + (rr7arm- k(l- kIm) lab {x(t)Fdt. 

1 
If we let k = 1, m = 2 then our constant has the value 4a as compared to the Redheffer value of 

l+_12_. 
a (b - a)2 

One may now inquire about the possibility of equality in Corollary 2.1; by our previous 
discussion we see that this is possible if and only if 

max . ( k )"1111
- " . ( k) lim [l ~ ~ ~ n{(}kAf· -a{jIllAi"}]= - 1- - · 

n~OO ma m 

However a brief investigation shows that the above expression is not always satisfied, hence Corol
lary 2.1 is in general not best possible. A little more work will yield the best inequality. 

We notice that the smaller eigenvalues of P approach zero as 1/n2 and the positive root of 
{j"t" - a{jlllt11l exhibits a similar behavior: 

\ _ 0 _. (1T) 41T2 . (21T) 81T2 1\,,- ,A,,- 1- 4 sln2 - = -2' An -3 =4 sln2 - = -,. 
n n n n2 

root = --- · - . (b - a)2 (1 )l/m-k 
(n+1)2 a 

Hence if we set 

L--·-_ [b-a ( 1 )l/m- kJ 
21T Vc; , 

where [ ] is the greatest integer function, then L is the limiting number of distinct eigenvalues of 
P which are greater than 0 and less than or equal to the root. 

. (b - a)2m- 2k 
If L = 0, whIch occurs when a > ~ , then 

max 
lim [l ~ i ~ n{()kAr-a{jmA7'}] = 0 , 
n~OO 

yielding the best possible result: 

COROLLARY 2.2. Let x(t) , k , m be as in Corollary 2_1 and let ex > (b2-:.aym- 2k, then 
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If we add the auxiliary condition ib x(t)dt = 0, then 

lim [l ';;; i ';;; n-l{8kA~ -a8mA:n}] = - - - a -- ,;;;0 max . ( 27T )2k ( 27T )2m 
n~ OO b-a b-a 

and we obtain the bes t possible result: 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let x(t), k, m, a be as in Corollary 2.2 and let x also satisfy ib x(t)dt = 0, then 

If L ~ 1 the n there are limiting eigenvalues between zero and the pos itive root. Hence if 
we set 

J = [b~a. ([f)I/III-k], 

the n J is the limiting number of distinct eige nvalues of P which are grea ter than 0 and less than or 
equal to the maximum of 8ktk - a8"'tl1l. 

Thu s if 

[b - a. ( [k)l / lIl -k] =~. ( ~~/m-h' 
27T \j -;;;;; 27T \j -;;;;; I 

then 

max ( k~ kjlll - k 
lim [I ';;; i ';;; n{8kA~- a8111A'i'}] = - (I -kim ) 
n -~ 00 m 

and Corollary 2.1 is best possible. Otherwise we may replace 

( k )kl lll - k {( 2J7T )2k (2J7T )2'" (2U + I)7T)2k (2U + I)7T)2m} - (I-kim) by max -- - a - - -a . 
ma b -a b-a' b-a b-a 

W e may sum marize the above results by the following best possible inequaliti es. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If x(t)E Cm[a, b] , 1 ,;;; k < m, x(a) = x(b) , x'(a) = x'(b), ... , X(m - I)(a) = x(m- I)(b) , and 
if a > 0 then 

where 

( b - a)2m-2k 
H k • m(a) = 0 for a > ----z:;-- , 

( k )k/m- k b - a (i!) I/m- k Hk m(a)= - (1- kim) if --. -
. rna 27T rna 
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is a positive integer, and otherwise 

Hk (a)-max -- -a -- -a . _ { (2J7T )2k (2J7T )2m (2(J + 1)7T)2k (2(1 + 1)7T)2m} 
,m b-a b-a' b-a b-a 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let x(t), k, m, a be as in Corollary 2.4 and let x also satisfy Lb x(t)dt = 0, then 

Lb {x(k)(t)Pdt ~ a Lb {x(m)(tWdt + Gk, m(a) Lb {x(t)}2dt, 

where 

_ ( 27T )2k (27T )2m (b - a)2m- 2k 
~,m(a)- -b- -a -b- for a> -2- , -a -a 7T 

and otherwise 

It is not difficult to see that Hk, m(a) and Gk, m(a) are piecewise linear functions of a, which are 
monotonic decreasing, and that the jumps in the derivatives of Hk , m and Gk , m occur for those posi
tive numbers ai which yield 

( 27Ti )2k _ ai (27Ti )2m = (27Ti + 27T)2k _ ai (27Ti + 27T)2m 
b-a b-a b-a b-a' 

where i is a nonnegative integer. We have 00 > ao > al > ... > 0 and lim ai = O. Note that 
i~ 00 

J b { (27Tit ) }2 1 b { (27Tit ) }2 lb { (27Tit ) }2 a sin(k) b-a dt=a a sin(m) b-a dt+Hk,m(a) a sin b-a dt, 

for ai ~ a ~ ai-I. This accounts for the piecewise linearity of Hk , m and Gk , m and will be a great 
importance in section 4. 

At this stage it is apparent that there is an unlimited number of possible inequalities, in fact 
every polynomial will give discrete inequalities and polynomials in Ot yield continuous analogs. 

It is known, see for example [1], that if f(t) is represented by a power series with real coeffi
cients and if A is a real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues II.!, A2, ... ,An which lie strictly within 
the circle of convergence of the power series for fit), thenf(A) is real symmetric and has eigenvalues 
f(AI), f(A2), ... ,f(An). This result enables us to extend our polynomial inequalities to discrete 

inequalities on analytic functions. 

THEOREM 3. If x is a periodically extended n-vector and if f(t) = i: amtm, where the am are 
m=O 

real numbers and the series converges on a set containing [0, 4] in its interior - if n is odd then we 

need only require convergence on a set containing [0,4 sin2 ([¥] ~)] in its interior- then 

inf x sup 
[0 ~ t ~ 4{f(t)} ](x, x) ~ 2: am(x(m), x(m» ~ [0 ~ t ~ 4{f(t)} ](x, x). 

m=O 

The following inequalities are examples of the application of Theorem 3_ 
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COROLLARY 3.1. If x is a periodically extended n-vector' the'n 

00 1 L - , (x(m), x(m») ~ (e4 -l)(x, x). 
m= 1 m. 

COROLLARY 3.2. If x is a periodically extended n-vector and (J > 0 then 

'" (J2m+l 
- (x x),c::: ~ (-l)m (X(2m+l) X(2m+l»),c::: (x x) 

, ~ ~o (2m+1) ! ' ~,. 

PROOF: 

sin t= ~ (_l)m t2m+l andlsin tl~ 1 
L.. (2m+ I)! . 

m=O 

COROLLARY 3.3. Ifx(t)EC oo [b-aJand x(t) has period b-a then 

_ J b {x(t)}2dt ~ f (_l)m, { b {x(2m+I)(t)}2dt ~ ( b {x(t)}2dt. 
a m=O (2m + 1). J a J a 

4. Inequalities of Kolmogoroff Type 

In analysis one freque ntly wants to obtain inclusion regions for the norms of functions; i.e., 
if M is in the inclusion region, then there exis ts a function f, from a certain set of functions, with 
norm off equal to M. Kolmogoroff [4] established a res ult of thi s type using the uniform norm over 

sup 
the function set Cm[o , 00]' If we se t Mk{x) =0 ~ t ~ 00 {IX(k)(t)l} (k=O, 1,2, ... , m) , then Kolmo-
goroff [4] gave a necessary and s ufficient condition " in order that to a triple of positive numbers 
M 0, M k', M 111(0 < k < m) there should correspond a function x(t) for which 

In this section we will establish a similar result on a triple of positive numbers relative to the 
square norm, where our set of functions will be Cm[a, b] n {xlx(a)=x(b), x'(a)=x'(b), . .. , 

x(m - I)(a)=x(m - I)(b)}. We will also add the restriction J: x(t)dt=O in order to eliminate the con

stant function. 
If x(t) is an element of our function class, then we set 

(k=O, 1, 2, ... ,m). 

We may assume without loss of generality that we have normalized x so that ArJ,x) = 1. We 
will establish the following result: 
THEOREM 4. In order that to a pair of numbers ak, am there should correspond a function x(t) 

ECm[a, b] n {xlx(a) =x(b), x'(a)=x'(b), ... ,x(m- I)(a)=x(m-I)(b), Jab x(t)dt=O} forwlJ.,ich 

Ao(x) = 1, Ak(X) = ak, Am(x) = am 
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I. 

it is necessary and sufficient that 

PROOF of THEOREM 4: 
The necessity of the conditions is a direct consequence of Corollaries 1.1 and 2.5. 
The proof of the sufficiency will be divided into several cases and we will use the notation of 

section 3 throughout. We will denote the normalized sin (;:i~) by S,{t). We recall that on the 

interval ai~a~ai-I we have Ak{Si)-aAm(Si)=Gk,m(a). 

CASE 1: ak-aalll=Gk· ,m(a) for at least two values of a, say a=tl and a=t2. 

We immediately have that ak-aalll=Gk,m(a) for all aE[tJ,t2]. Since we know that the Si 
are maximizing functions there is an integer i with ai ~ tl < t2 ~ ai - I and a,..- aam=Gk ,m(a) 
=A,..{Si) - aAm(Si) for ai ~ a ~ ai - I. Thus ak=Ak(Si), a",=A",(Si)' 

CASE 2: ak·-aa",=Gk,m(a) for only one value of a , say a=tl. 

We immediately have that tl = 0'1 for exactly one integer i. 
Thus 

Also since ak-aam ~ Gk,1I.(a) for all 0'>0 we must have A",(Si)<am<A",(Si+I). Thus there 
exist bi, bi+1 with 0 < bi, bi+l < 1, b;+ b;+1 = 1, and am = Am(biSi + bi+ ISi+l) = b;A",(Si) + bT+IAm(Si+l). 

[Note that the last equality follows from the orthogonality of Si and all its derivatives to Si+1 and 
all its derivatives.] Now, 

CASE 3: ak- aam < Gk,1I,(a) for all a> 0 and am ~ (b~ arm =Am(Sz). 

( 2' ) 2 'In (2( '+2) 2111) 
We know that there is exactly one integer i ~ 2 with b ~7ra ~ am < [b _ a7r Jor A ",(S i) 

~ am < Am(Si+I) . If we repeat the construction of Case 2 we can find bi and bi+1 with am=Am(b;5i 

+ bi+ Si+ I) and SInce a,,- ajam < Gk, m(ai) =A k{b;5i+ bi +IS i+ I) - aAm(b;5 i+ bi+ ISH I) =Ak{b;5i 
+bi+ISi+I)-CXiam we have 

By our conditions on ak and am there is an integer j> i + 1 and an a > 0 such that Ak,(Sj) 

- aAm(Sj) =A,,(SI) -liAm(Sd < ak- aam. Now Am(SI) < Am(Si) ~ am < A m(Si +l) < Am(Sj), hence 
there are b l, bj with am =Am(bIS I + bjSj) and since 
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we have 

By the orthogonality of bS I + bj 5 j and b;5i + bi + lSi + I there are constants C and d with c2 + d 2 = 1 
for normalization and 

CASE 4: ah' - aa", < GIr , m(a) for all a and am < (b ~ arm = A m(52). 

If we repeat the process of Cases 2 and 3 we can find b l , b2 suc h that a", = Am(bI51+ b252) 
and ak < Ak(6 151 + 625 2). 

We cannot simply repeat the process of Case 3 because bl5 1+ b252 will not be orthogonal to 

b;51 + b~52 . However we note that the normalized multiple of cos (b2: tJ, whic h we de note by 

CI(t), also satisfies Ak(CI) - aAm(C I ) for al :S; a :S; ao and is orthogonal to all the 5 i . Hence we can 
find C I , Cj such that 

and we continue as in Case 3. 
Thus we have proven Theore m 4. 
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A note on the numerical evaluation of thermal radiation 
characteris tics of diffuse cylindrical and conical cavities, 
B. A. Peavy, J. Res. NBS 70C (Engr. and Instr. ) No.2, 139-147 
(A pr. - June 1966). 
Presented are methods that avoid the need to employ an extrapola
tion technique in the region of the critical points for evaluation of 
the apparent emissivity of diffu se cylindrical and conical cavities. 
The methods involve appropriate substitutions in the integrands of 
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ing the thermal radiation characteri sti cs of diffuse and conical 
cavities. Equations for either isothermal or nonisothermal s urface 
te mperature co ndition s are provided in a direc t form for compu
tations. Nume rical results are presented for a general linear te m
perature dis tribution along th e length of a cylindrical cavity . Th e 
me thod is equally app licable for the solution of other proble ms in 
integral equa tions whe re di scontinuities are encountered. 

Two-dime n s ional p,·obability dis t"ibution in a tUl'bule nt 
fi e ld, F. N. Fre nki el a nd P. S. Klebanoff, Phys . Fluids 8, No. 12, 
2291-2293 (Dec. 1965). 
Using high speed computing techniques measureme nts were made 
for the fir st tim e of a two-dime nsional probabi lity distribution in a 
turbulent fi eld generated by a grid in a wind tunne l. The two
dimensional probability distribution of simultaneous turbulent 
velocities at two poi nts se parated transversely to the mean fl ow (in 
the initial s tage of decay) is presented, and the departure from the 
customaril y ass umed Gauss ian distribution is shown . 

Propagation of e lectromagnetic pulses in te rrestrial wave
guides, J. R. Wait, IEEE TraIlS . An.t. Prop. AP-13 , No.6 , 904- 9 /8 
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The propagation of electromagneti c waves over the earth 's surface 
is considered under tra nsient conditions. The source is taken to be 
a vertical electri c dipole whose c urre nt mome nt is s udde nl y estab
li sh ed . The bu il d-up of the radiated fi eld is calcu lated under 
various assu med co nditions . It is shown , e ve n in the absence of an 
ionosphe ricalJ y refl ec ted wave, that the influe nce of earth curvature 
has a pronounced effec t on the di stortion of the ori ginal pulse s hape. 
For grea t di stances (i .e ., d > 2000 km), it is found to be more con
ve nient to regard the fi e ld as a sum of modes. Particular atte ntion 
is g iven to the trans ient characteri sti cs of the dominant mode as a 
funct ion of the source waveform . 

The analysis, synthesis, and description of biological images, 
1. E. Lipkin , W. C. Watt, and R. A. Kirsc h, Ann. N .Y. A cad. Sci. 
128, No . 3, 984-1012 (Jan. 31, 1966). 
The re may be distinguished two approaches to characterizing the 
properti es of biological images: the stati sti cal approac h traditio n
ally used for mechanized image-process ing, and the articu lar 
approach generally used among biologi sts. We discuss both 
approaches, but foc us attention on the second, for we hold that an 
articular approach allows the express ion of muc h that is effec tively 
impossible to express in the form of numerical measurements; and 
we know of no inherent reason why a co mpute r ca nnot deal with 
information of a nonqu a nti tati ve nature . 
The articulation of biological images necessarily ta kes place on two 
fronts : the imposition of an artic ul ar stru cture on the image itself; 
and the express ion of this cons trual in English sente nces. We will 
study both kinds of articulation, and we will suggest how they may 
be brought together, in the form of linked pictorial and linguisti c 
grammars. The compute r syste m whic h thi s pap er envisions will 
be able to analyze a prese nted image with respec t to a pic torial 
grammar, and to formulate and accept descriptions of that image, 
in English se nte nces, with respect to a linguisti c grammar. It will 
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be able to present pictorial instances of Engli sh descriptions, a nd in 
other ways to respond to English directives. 

Status of linear relations among heats of transport, R. E. 
Howard and A. B. Lidiard, J. Chem. Phys. 43, No. 11 , 4158- 4160 
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It is shown that in s ituations where the fluxes of the various com
pone nts of a system are not linearly independent, previously de
rived linear relations a mong the heats of transport conta in no 
phys ical information, but serve only to complete the definition of 
these qu antities. Other de fining equ ations are possible but physical 
predictions are unaffec ted by the c hoice so presented. This re
solves the paradox of the appare nt inco nsiste ncy of these linear 
relations with kinetic theories of heats of tra nsport. 
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